PET PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
Pets are important members of the family, and that has certainly been the case in our family.
There have been cats and dogs in my life for as long as I can remember. We have bred both pedigree cats and dogs. Over
the years, they have been subject to the camera.
Photographing animals takes patience and an appreciation that they probably don’t want to be there (especially cats). It is
important to know when to walk away and have a cuppa, whilst the subject does something else for a wee while before
coming back to the matter in hand.
Our portraits can be both formal and informal. Show dogs need a more formal pose to show off their lines, but otherwise
they can be out or indoors depending on what you, the owner requires.
Cats, well they’re cats, and you have to go with the flow. Catch as catch can.
In the main, we are happy to come to you as your pet will be more relaxed in its own surroundings.
Outlined below are our pet portrait packages

PET PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
PACKAGES
Session fee: includes one A4 Print, unframed:

£45.00

Additional Prints
A4

£15:00

7x5

£7:50

10X8

£10.00

Photobook (26 pages) *
A4 size book

£120:00

A3 size book

£175:00

*Layflat with laminated covers and gift sleeve
Additional pages from £2:50
Canvas Prints
24”x16”
Other sizes available on request

£80.00

PET PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
Diamond package – £250
Session fee
A4 26 page layflat album
5 A4 Prints
All digital images

Gold Package - £150
Session fee
4 A4 prints
c40 images on disc or flash drive

Silver Package - £100
Session fee
1 A4 print
c40 images on disc or flash drive

Custom Packages
It is important that the package is absolutely right for you and we will tailor it to satisfy your needs. We are happy to come
to you to discuss your requirements in your own surrounding and we can work out a portrait plan to suit your budget.

Customers can print as many copies of the photographs as the wish, but copyright remains with Ian J Young of IJY Photography and they cannot be passed on
to a third party (including newspapers or magazines) without prior consent. Under no circumstances can any image be sold to a third party.

